The perfect crystal  by Szweda, Roy
Under scrutiny are some interesting new com-
mercial developments in what could be called
the ‘perfect’ crystal, that of diamond. Element
Six is an Anglo-Dutch company which commer-
cially exploits CVD diamond for a growing
range of applications some of which comple-
ment and some compete with the compounds.
What Element Six area sales manager for
Optics, Tom Schaich, based at the manufactur-
ing plant in The Netherlands, had to say may
not unsettle all III-Vs veterans just yet, but it
will certainly intrigue them. “Our specialty is
thick freestanding CVD diamond - up to two
millimetres thick for some applications. Our
Diafilm OP, for example, is an optics material
offered as an alternative to ZnS, ZnSe, Ge and
sapphire”. 
Diamond optics are typically used in high
power applications such as CO2 lasers rated at
2 kW and above, where thermal lensing is an
issue. “The cost of ownership of diamond is
significantly lower than for a ZnSe window,” he
says. “This is due to the prolonged lifetime and
reliability of such optics. That is on top of the
improved optical performance such as 200x
less thermal lensing, no temperature depend-
ence plus a high damage threshold. Moreover
because they are an integral part of such opti-
cal systems, they don’t need cleaning mainte-
nance. You could say that diamond lasts 
forever. Certainly the lifetime of the laser.”
CVD diamond is grown by techniques not that
dissimilar to those used for the compounds. It
is grown typically as flat wafers but special
shapes like domes are sometimes needed such
as for military imaging systems, for example.
“Here, the CVD diamond is exceptionally
durable. It has good thermal shock resistance,
thermal conductivity and the broad optical
transmission allows the imager to operate even
at the highest speeds - beyond Mach 3”. 
Multiband applications are another example
where CVD diamond is a useful optical 
material. “It lets you use the same window for
IR imaging, YAG, CO2 or radar range-finding, for
example.”
Element Six is an unusual name but it accurate-
ly describes the company’s business: crys-
talline carbon, the sixth element in the Periodic
Table. “Two years ago in October, Element Six
was formally announced by its parent, De
Beers Industrial Diamonds Group of companies
which included Drukker International. So it has
a considerable history of technical develop-
ment of diamond materials.”
On its second anniversary, Element Six is enter-
ing the microelectronics market with a new
synthetic single crystal diamond product. This
will be further developed as it is also suitable
for detector and other electronic applications.
“We have been active in the area of thermal
management for microelectronics - as well as
optoelectronics such as for laser diode packag-
ing - for some time. For example, we also offer
CVD diamond and AlN heatspreaders. The
‘Diafilm TM’ - standing for ‘thermal manage-
ment’ - is available in thin strips (and coating
form as well) and we can apply metallisations
such as Ti/Pt/Au by lithographic patterning”.
“Diafilm TM is used as a substrate where heat
producing components such as diode lasers or
RF power transistors - and other non III-V-
based components - are mounted on a special
heatsink so as to ensure efficient heat removal
and temperature stability, and hence device
reliability lifetime.” As we have noted 
previously in this column, thermal management
is a topical subject not limited to III-Vs and may
one day find its way into new generations of
microprocessors. 
Tom Schaich is a little reserved about when
every laptop is going to have a microprocessor
thermally managed by a CVD diamond heat-
sink, but would not rule out the possibility. Like
the finest jewellery, think of the cachet to be
the proud owner of a diamond-cooled laptop!
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The perfect crystal
Researchers at the Phoenix Crystal Corp
and Los Alamos National Laboratory have
used a CVD process to produce diamond
crystals 10 x 4.5mm, that are 50% harder
than the conventional variety.  Others are
hoping to exploit  gold and diamonds’ simi-
lar acoustic impedance to help develop 
nanotech devices. Here the focus is on
Element Six and the ‘perfect crystal,’
operating at speeds ‘beyond Mach 3.’
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